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BACKGROUND OF NLP        1 

NLP (Neuro Linguistic Programming) was developed in the mid 1970’s by John Grinder a 

linguistic expert and Richard Bandler a maths & computer science specialist. 

Many of the ideas underpinning NLP were based on their studies of excellent communicators 

who consistently helped their clients to get results they wanted, namely Fritz Perls (Gestalt 

therapist) , Milton Erickson (Hypnotherapist) and Virginia Satir (family therapy). 

The Idea of modelling excellence and using the models to create real excellence for oneself (and 

others) is fundamental to NLP. 

DEFINITION OF NLP 

Neuro The nervous system (the mind), through which our 

experience is processed via five senses: 

• Visual                 (sight) 

• Auditory             (hearing) 

• Kinaesthetic   ( feeling and touch) 

• Olfactory          (smell) 

• Gustatory       taste) 
Linguistic Language and other non-verbal communication systems: 

through which our neural representations are coded, 

ordered and given meaning.   

 Includes: 

• Pictures 

• Sounds 

• Feelings 

• Tastes 

• Smells 

• Words (Self Talk) 
 

Programming The ability to discover and utilize the programs that we 

run (our communication to ourselves and others) in our 

neurological systems to achieve our specific and desired 

outcomes. 

In other words, NLP is how to use the language of the mind to consistently achieve our specific 

and desired outcomes. 

‘NLP is an attitude and a methodology, which leaves behind a trail of techniques’ 

‘NLP is also a accelerated learning strategy for the detection and utilization of patterns in the world’ 
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PRINCIPLES FOR SUCCESS  2 

1. Know Your Outcome.   If you can define your outcome appropriately, then the outcome 

will be achievable. Don’t start anything without knowing your outcome in advance.. 

 

2. Use Your Sensory Acuity.  See and sense what is going on in your life as you proceed to 

your goal.  What new things are you noticing in yourself?  What new things are you 

noticing in others? 

 

3. Have Behavioural Flexibility.  Be willing to do whatever it takes to achieve success.  This is 

the key.  With enough rapport and enough behavioural flexibility and ecology, you can 

always achieve your goals. 

4. Build and Maintain Rapport.  Create a climate of trust and co-operation. 

 

5. Operate from a physiology and psychology of excellence. Operate from a totally 

resourceful state.  Do things that will empower you. 

6. Take Action. Without action there are no results. 

 

Note: Principles 1, 2, and 3 are traditionally known as the Three Legs or Three 

Pillars of NLP. Principle 4 is included by some schools, referring to the principles 1-4 as 

the Four Pillars of NLP. 
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THE UNCONSCIOUS MIND        3 

You will hear the term unconscious mind referred to in many different ways –‘non-conscious’, 

’subconscious’, etc… What we mean is the 90% of your mind that is out of daily awareness. 

What we don’t mean is unconscious in the Freudian sense (nasty, dirty, pre-occupied with sex 

sense), nor do we mean it in the clinical catatonic sense. 

A useful model of the unconscious mind (ucm) is that it: 

1. Preserves the body i.e. is responsible for survival (this includes all the usual autonomic 

system functions, like breathing, heart beat, fight or flight, digestion, fighting 

infection). It’s aim is to protect the body – although sometimes it does have a strange 

ways of going about this!! 

 

2. Stores and organises memories – i.e.  it acts as a sort of filing cabinet or computer hard 

disk if you prefer. 

 

3. Is the domain of the emotions (pleasant and unpleasant) 

 

4. Represses memories with unresolved negative emotions, it represses traumatic 

memories or memories associated with negative emotions like anger, sadness, fear or 

guilt, for the purpose of protection. It may keep them repressed for a long time or 

short time.  sooner or later it will choose to…. 

 

5. Re-present memories to resolve negative emotions Sometimes it does this in a symbolic 

way – perhaps as a dream, or a pain in the body. Sometimes as a flashback. 

Sometimes in a session – and the client may experience amnesia after the session is 

finished. 

 

6. Is the seat of creativity , creativity  is an unconscious process, but you usually have to 

bring it into consciousness for it to be useful to you. 

 

 

7. Runs many of our unconscious habits and behaviours  
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PRESUPPOSITIONS OF NLP       4 

1. Respect for the other persons model of the world.   

 

 

2. Everyone is doing the best they can with the resources they have available at any one 

given time. 

 

 

3. The map is not the Territory. 

 

 

4. You are in charge of your mind, and therefore your results (and I am also in charge of my 

mind and therefore my results). 

 

 

5. People have all the resources they need to succeed and to achieve their desired 

outcomes.  (There are no un-resourceful people, only un-resourceful states). 

 

 

6. There is no failure, just feedback.   

 

 

7. The meaning of communication is the response you get. 

 

 

8. The Law of Requisite Variety:  (The system with the most flexibility of behaviour will 

control the system). 
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THE NLP COMMUNICATION MODEL      5 
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SENSORY ACUITY         6 

Sensory Acuity is the ability to gain awareness of another person’s unconscious responses.  We 

are rarely trained to perceive another person’s unconscious feedback, and we are hardly ever 

taught to perceive our own. 

By observing closely through our visual, auditory and Kinaesthetic senses, we begin to notice the 

moment to moment responses that indicate a tremendous amount of new information.  

This information is your guide when working with a client, once you have calibrated your client 

you can then tell if you are on track or off track with the desired outcome. 

 

CALIBRATION ~ observing other people 

Calibration is the ability to notice changes that occur from moment to moment in another person 

using sensory acuity. Posture plus the following five items make up the Modalities of Calibration. 

Breathing                                    speed fast or slow   

                                                       Depth deep or shallow 

                                                        where in the body 

Lower Lip Size                           fuller or thinner,  

                                                        lines or no lines   

Eyes                                               More or less focussed ?  

           Pupils more or less dilated ?  

          Muscles around the eyes tighter or  looser ?  

Skin colour                                   lighter or darker 

Skin tonus (muscle tone)       Shiny or not shiny ,  

            tauter or looser ,  

            twitchy or relaxed ?   

MNEMONIC   ~ BLESS 

Other points – tilt of head, eye brow movements, lip/mouth movements, clusters of gestures, 

drinking more (Mouths suddenly dries up), speech etc…. 
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RAPPORT           7 

Theory: 

When people are like each other, they like each other, Rapport is a process of responsiveness, not 

necessarily “liking but responding to any way “. 

Process 

We communicate not only through words, but also through body language (Physiology) and tone 

and tone of voice. 

Rapport is established by mirroring and matching the following: 

 PHYSIOLOGY 

• Posture 

• Gesture 

• Facial expression & blinking 

• Breathing 

VOICE 

• Tone (pitch) 

• Tempo (speed) 

• Timbre (quality) 

• Volume (loudness) 

WORDS 

• Words 

• Predicate / phrases 

• Common experiences & associations 

• Content chunks 
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THE REPRESENTATIONAL SYSTEM       8           

 
There are 4 main representational systems (the way people represent the world in their mind): 

• Visual (seeing pictures) 

• Auditory (hearing sounds, tunes, words) 

• Kinaesthetic (feeling and / or doing) 

• Auditory digital  (more detached, and logical talking to yourself) 

You can match and mirror these systems through physiology, voice words and phrases. 
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THE REPRESENTATIONAL SYSTEM PREFERENCE PROFILE TEST  

For each of the following statements, please place a number next to every phrase.  Use the 

following system to indicate your preferences: 

 

   4. = Closest to describing you. 

   3. = Next best description. 

   2. = Next best. 

   1. = Least descriptive of you. 

1. I make important decisions based on: 

  ___  gut level feelings. 

  ___  which way sounds the best. 

  ___  what looks best to me. 

  ___  precise review and study of the issues. 

 

2. During an argument, I am most likely to be influenced by: 

  ___  the other person's tone of voice. 

 ___  whether or not I can see the other person's argument. 

  ___  the logic of the other person's argument. 

___  whether or not I feel I am in touch with the other                                                                                                          

person's true feelings. 

 

3. I most easily communicate what is going on with me by: 

  ___  the way I dress and look. 

  ___  the feelings I share. 

  ___  the words I choose. 

  ___  the tone of my voice. 
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PROFILE TEST CONT         9 

 

4. It is easiest for me to: 

  ___  find the ideal volume and tuning on a stereo system. 

                              ___  select the most intellectually relevant point concerning an interesting 

subject. 

                    ___  select the most comfortable furniture. 

  ___  select rich, attractive colour combinations. 

5. I am very: 

  ___  attuned to the sounds of my surroundings. 

  ___  adept at making sense of new facts and data. 

                               ___  sensitive to the way articles of clothing feel on my body. 

  ___  responsive to colours and to the way a room looks. 
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SCORING THE REPRESENTATION PREFERENCE PROFILE  10 

Step 1 

Copy your answers from the test to the lines below: 

1.  ____  K              2.  ____  A              3.  ____  V       4.  ____  A             5.  ____  A 

 

     ____  A         ____  V            ____  K          ____  D           ____  D  

 

     ____  V         ____  D                   ____  D          ____  K            ____  K 

  

     ____  D         ____  K            ____  A        ____  V           ____  V 

Step 2 

 

Fill in the numbers associated with each letter.  There will be five entries for each letter. 

 

QUESTION Visual Kinaesthetic Auditory Auditory Digital 

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

TOTALS     

 

Step 3 

 

The comparison of the totalled scores gives the relative preference for each of the four major 

representational systems. 
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FAVOURED REPRESENTATIONAL SYSTEMS    11 
V: Visual  

People who are visual typically: 

• stand or sit with their heads and / or bodies erect, with their eyes up 

• breath quicker and from the top of their lungs. 

• speak fast and abruptly (matter of fact) 

• sit  forward in their chair 

• be organized , neat, well-groomed and orderly. 

• memorize by seeing pictures, and are less distracted by noise. 

• have trouble remembering verbal instructions 

• be interested in how your program looks 

Appearances are important to them. 

A: Auditory 

People who are auditory typically: 

• move their eyes sideways (remember Richard Nixon?) 

• breath from the middle of their chest 

• talk to themselves (externally or out loud) 

• are easily distracted by noise 

• repeat things back easily  

• learn by listening, and usually  like music and talking on the phone 

• memorize by steps, procedures, and sequences (sequentially). 

The auditory person likes to be TOLD how they’re doing, and respond to a certain tone of voice or 

set of words.  They will be interested in what you have to say about your program. 

K: Kinaesthetic                                                                                                                                                

People who are kinaesthetic typically: 

• breath from the bottom of their lungs, so you’ll see their stomach go in and out when 

they breath. 

• Move and talk verrrry slooowly 

• Respond to physical rewards, and touching.  They also stand closer to people than a visual 

person does. 

• Memorize by doing or walking through something. 

They will be interested in your program if it “feels right” 

 

Ad: Auditory Digital 

People who are auditory digital typically: 

• Spend a fair amount of time talking to themselves (Internally in their heads) 

• Very analytical and logical, paying attention to detail 

• Want to know if your program “Makes sense” 

The auditory digital person can exhibit characteristics of the other major representational  

systems 
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WORDS AND PREDICATES TO MATCH     12 

 

        VISUAL                        AUDITORY     KINASTHETIC               AUDITORY 

                                                                                                              DIGITAL 

 

see hear feel sense 

look listen touch experience 

view sound(s) grasp understand 

appear make music get hold of think 

show harmonize slip through learn 

dawn tune in/out catch on process 

reveal be all ears tap into decide 

envision rings a bell make contact motivate 

illuminate silence throw out consider 

imagine be heard turn around change 

clear resonate hard perceive 

foggy deaf unfeeling insensitive 

focused mellifluous concrete distinct 

hazy dissonance scrape conceive 

crystal question get a handle know 

picture unhearing solid  
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PREDICATE PHRASES  TO MATCH      13 

VISUAL AUDITORY KINASTHETIC 

An eyeful     Afterthought All washed up 

Appears to me    Blabbermouth Boils down to 

Beyond a shadow of a doubt                     Clear as a bell                                    Chip off the old block 

Bird’s eye view    Clearly expressed Come to grips with 

Catch a glimpse of    Call on Control yourself 

Clear cut    Describe in detail Cool/calm/collected 

Dim view    Earful Firm foundations 

Flashed on    Give an account of Get a handle on 

Get a perspective on    Give me your ear Get a load of this 

Get a scope on    Grant an audience Get in touch with 

Hazy Idea    Heard voices Get the drift of 

Horse of a different colour    Hidden message Get your goat 

In light of    Hold your tongue Hand in hand 

In person    Idle talk Hang in there 

In view of    Inquire into Heated argument 

Looks like    Keynote speaker Hold it! 

Make a scene    Loud and clear Hold on! 

Mental image    Manner of speaking Hothead 

Mental picture    Pay attention to Keep your shirt on 

Mind’s eye    Power of speech Know-how 

Naked eye    Purrs like a kitten Lay cards on table 

Paint a picture    State your purpose Pain-in the neck 

See to it    Tattle-tale Pull some strings 

Short sighted    To tell the truth Sharp as a tack 

Showing off    Tongue-tied Slipped my mind 

Sight for sore eyes    Tuned in/tuned out Smooth operator 

Staring off into space    Unheard of So-so 

Take a peek    Utterly Start from scratch 

Tunnel vision    Voiced an opinion Stiff upper lip 

Under your nose    Well informed Stuffed shirt 

Up front    Within hearing                         Too much of a hassle 

Well defined   Word for word Topsy-turvy 
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HOW TO GET RAPPORT        14 

The first major element of rapport is to match the modality the person is in. 

The second element of rapport is physical mirroring of the individual's physiology. Actually 

physically copying their posture, facial expressions, hand gestures and movements, and their eye 

blinking will cause their body to say unconsciously to their mind, “Hey, (s)he's like me!” It's 

undeniable to the nervous system. 

The third element is to match their voice: The tone, tempo, timbre (quality of the voice), and the 

volume. You can also match their key words. Perhaps they often say, “Actually.” You can use it in 

a sentence several times. Say it back to them. 

The fourth element is to match their breathing. You can actually pace someone's breathing by 

breathing at exactly the same time as they do (matching the in and out breath). By matching their 

breathing, by pacing their breathing, you can then begin to lead them out of the representational 

system they're in, into another one. 

The fifth element is to match the size of the pieces of information (chunk size or level of 

abstraction versus amount of detail) they deal with.  (See section on meta programmers’ for 

further information) 

The sixth element is to match their common experiences . This is what's usually called rapport. 

When people first meet, often their early relationship is about matching common experiences, 

common interests, background, and beliefs and values and their ideologies and common 

associations. 

 

Do I have rapport? 

 

Calibration 

When you calibrate, don't just calibrate what you notice in the other person.  Calibrate your own 

feelings.  Do you get a sense of pleasure talking to this person?  Perhaps a feeling of warmth or a 

slight blush?  This is a good sign of rapport. 

 

Pacing and leading 

When you've been mirroring and matching them for a while ('pacing') try leading them.  Do 

something different and see if they follow you ('leading').  If they do, then you know you have 

rapport. 
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ANCHORING          15 

When a person is in an associated, intense state and a specific stimulus is applied at the peak of 

that state, the stimulus and the state become neurologically linked. 

Five keys to anchoring 

••  IInntteennssiittyy  
••  TTiimmiinngg  
••  UUnniiqquueenneessss  
••  RReeppeeaattaabbiilliittyy  
• NNuummbbeerr  ooff  ttiimmeess 

Setting a resource anchor 

1. Establish and maintain rapport 

2. Get permission to touch them 

3. Agree the resourceful states to be anchored 

4. Agree where to set the anchor 

5. Get yourself into the state to be anchored 

6. Have the person recall a past vivid intense experience where they went into that state 

7. Tell the person to see what you saw, hear what you heard, feel what you felt 

8. Set the anchor: fire it as you see the state occurring in the person and hold it until just after it 

peaks. 

Repeat steps 5-8 

Test 

 

 

In
te

n
s
it

y

Anchor Starts Anchor Ends

Time

5-15

seconds
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META MODEL          16 

Or…exquisite questioning skills. 

 

Useful for overcoming evasion/resistance, negotiation, getting more information, clarification. 

 

There are 3 things we do to manage information: we distort experience, we generalise and we 

delete it.  We become vague. 

 

The purpose of the meta model is to get under the vagueness to recover the specific experience, 

the evidence.  We do this by asking artful questions. 

 

NLP has a number of different ways of doing this, based on how precisely the person is 

distorting/generalising/deleting.  We cover these in more detail at practitioner level.  Here is an 

introduction to the meta-model. 
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META MODEL Cont.         17 

Pattern Response Prediction 

DISTORTIONS   
1. Mind Reading: Claiming to know someone's 
internal state.  Ex:  "You don't like me." 

"How do you know I don't 
like you?" 

Recovers Source of the 
Info. 

2. Value judgements: where the person doing 
the judging is left out. Ex. "It's bad to be 
inconsistent." 

"Who says it's bad?"  
"According to whom?"  
"How do you know it's 
bad?" 

Gathers evidence.  
Recovers source of the 
belief, the Performative, 
strategy for the belief. 

3. Cause⎯Effect:  Where cause is wrongly put 
outside the self. Ex: "You make me sad." 

"How does what I'm doing 
cause you to choose to 
feel sad?" "How 
Specifically?" 

Recovers the choice.  Puts 
the person back at cause 

4. Two experiences are interpreted as having 
the same meaning. Ex: "She's always yelling at 
me, she doesn't like me." 

"How does her yelling 
mean that she..?"  "Have 
you ever yelled at 
someone you liked?" 

Recovers the meaning.   

GENERALIZATIONS   
6. Universals:  Universal Generalizations such 
as all, every, never, everyone, no one, etc. Ex: 
"She never listens to me." 

Find Counter Examples.  
"Never?"  "What would 
happen if she did?" 

Recovers Counter 
Examples, Effects, 
Outcomes. 

7.  Necessity and possibility:  

a. Necessity: should (not), must (not), have to, 
need to, it is necessary. Ex:  "I have to take care 
of her." 

b. Possibility: can/can't, will/won't, may/may 
not, possible/impossible. Ex:  "I can't tell him 
the truth." 

a.  "What would happen if 
you did?" "Or?" 

b.  "What prevents you?" 
("What would happen if 
you did?") 

 

Recovers the effect, the 
result 

 

Recovers the cause 

 

DELETIONS   
8. Nominalizations: Process words which have 
been frozen in time, making them nouns.  Ex: 
"There is no communication here." 

"Who's not 
communicating what to 
whom?"  "How would you 
like to communicate?" 

Turns it back into a process 
or a verb, recovers 
deletion. 

9. Unspecified Verbs:  Ex:  "He rejected me." "How, specifically?" Specifies the verb. 

10. Simple Deletions:  

a. Simple Deletions: Ex: "I am uncomfortable." 

 

b. Comparisons: As in good, better, best, 
worst, more, less, most, least. Ex: "She's a 
better person." 

a.  "What/who about?" 

 

c.  "Better than whom?"  
"Better at what?"  
"Compared to  whom, 
what? 

 

Recovers Deletion. 

 

Recovers the comparison 
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CHUNKING ~ HIERARCHY OF IDEAS     18 

 

 

Agreement 

 

 

"What is this an Example of?" 

"For What Purpose...?" 

"What is your intention...?" 

 

 

In Mediation, chunk up to get agreement.  Chunk-up until you get a Nominalization. 

The Structure of Intuition:  The ability to chunk-up to find connections & relationships, 

and then to chunk back down & relate to the current situtation. It's rare to find a large 

chunker who sorts for information -- they are usually small chunkers. 

 

 

"What are examples of this?" 

"What specifically...?" 

-- any Meta Model Question 

 

 

Details & Distinctions 
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META PROGRAMMES        19 

The language of motivation and influence – how we structure our decisions.  

We motivate ourselves and others through our use of language.  There are a number of 

metaprogrammes or motivation filters.  They are context dependent.   

DIRECTION FILTER (towards/away) 

What do you want in a car (job/relationship)?                                                                                                                          

What’s important to you about _______? 

Scale is from TOWARD (talking about what they want) to AWAY FROM (talking about what they 

don’t want or they want to avoid.   

 

REASON FILTER (possibility/necessity) 

Why are you choosing to do what you’re doing?                                                                                                                        

Scale is from POSSIBILITY (opportunities) to NECESSITY (have to, must) 

 

 CONVINCER DEMONSTRATION FILTER   

How often does someone have to demonstrate competence to you before you’re  convinced? 

Options are AUTOMATIC (ie once only); a NUMBER OF TIMES (often 3); a PERIOD OF TIME; 

NEVER (!) 

ACTION FILTER 

When you come into a situation do you usually act quickly after sizing it up, or do you do a 

complete study of all the consequences and then act?                                                                                         

Options are ACTIVE; REFLECTIVE; BOTH; INACTIVE. 

CHUNK SIZE FILTER 

If we were going to do a project together, would you want to know the big picture first, or the 

details first.  Would you really need to know the... (ask other)?                                                                

Scale is from GLOBAL to SPECIFIC 

RELATIONSHIP FILTER 

What is the relationship between these three boxes?                                                                             What 

is the relationship between what you’re doing this year on the job and what you did at this time 

last year? 

Scale is from SAME to DIFFERENT.  If they ask, what relationship, that is an indicator of a 

preference for difference. 
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VALUES           20 

Our values provide fundamental motivation and drive for our lives.  We are automatically motivated to do 
what meets our values.  If they are not satisfied we experience stress, conflict or find our life isn’t working 
for us as we want it to and that we aren’t performing at our best.  If the values are strongly away from (see 
below) they may indicate a motivation based on anger, sadness, fear, guilt, conflict, lack, need, basic 
survival or beliefs/decisions that limit us.   Values change over time and are context-dependent. 
 
The ability to identify the other  
 
The process is to work through the following steps: 
 

1 ‘What’s important to me about this area of my life?’  

• Do this quickly, write down the first things that come into your head.  Don’t spend time 
intellectualising. 

• Behaviours aren’t values!  For example, if you’re working on health and fitness and you say 
‘running’ is important to me, that’s a behaviour.  Ask the question ‘why is running important 
to me?’ 

• You may get negative values, like ‘not being afraid’.  That’s OK at this stage. 
• Keep going – the second wave is often more profound.  You should end up with an absolute 

minimum of 5 values.  Typically people have lists of around 8-12. 
2 Put them in order of importance. (If you could only have one, which would it be.  And if you 

could have that and one other? Those two and one other….etc).  If you get to 9, stop.  That’s 

enough values to work on.  Your top 8 or so values in an area are the key motivating factors in 

that area.  

BE HONEST WITH YOURSELF – THESE ARE YOUR VALUES AND THERE IS NO RIGHT OR WRONG 

OR ‘I SHOULD HAVE THIS AS A VALUE’.  EITHER IT IS A VALUE, OR IT ISN’T! 

3. For each value …‘What does this value give me/mean to me?’ or ‘Why is this value important to 

me’.  Write down your thoughts.  Do they sound wholly positive and motivating?  Or are there 

some negatives in there?  Or words like ‘should’, ‘have to’ ‘need’ ‘must’?  Or comparatives e.g. 

‘because I want to do this better’ – ask yourself better than what? 

4. For each value …‘% move toward/away from’.  Look for patterns or common themes – are 

there things you are consistently seeking or avoiding? 

5. What would it take for me to stay in this (job/relationship etc)? 

6. What would it take for me to leave? 

7. Which values are non-negotiable i.e. you cannot live without them? (You should find your most 

important values are non-negotiable – if they aren’t take another look at the order of 

importance.) 

8. Now think about your current life in this area.  For each value, give it marks out of ten (where 

10 is high) for how far your life satisfies that value.  Does anything strike you? Are there values 

which are high priority, but low on the satisfaction rating?  Are there values which achieve 0 

satisfaction?  Does this create conflict? 
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EXAMPLES OF VALUES        21 

Personal achievement Winning 

Happiness Finding the good in others 

Earning money Gaining recognition 

Loving someone (others) Building something 

Being loved, being accepted Gaining the approval of others 

Popularity Creating something 

Competence Getting things done 

Independence Doing good 

Risking Dominating 

Being different and still fitting in Being unique 

Being your best Being the best 

Reaching your potential Gaining security, safety 

Finding excitement Controlling 

Being a leader Having fun 

Learning, gaining wisdom Working hard 

Gaining mastery Having influence over others 

Making a worthwhile contribution Experiencing life to its fullest 

Fully expressing yourself Seeking adventure 

Becoming an expert Power, authority 

Challenge Sex 

Energy Having a sense of purpose 

Honesty Stimulation 

Passion Being with God 

Making a positive difference Prestige 

Companionship Trust 

If a word or phrase comes to mind that isn’t on this list, please add it 
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PERCEPTUAL POSITIONS        22 

 

Position 1 - You (or your client / customer / member of staff) 

Position  2 - the other person in the situation  /  system. 

Position  3 - the impartial observer, fly on the wall. 

 

Using perceptual positions 

 

1. Get into and maintain rapport. 

2. Identify the situation and the outcome. 

3. Go to position 1 – what do you see, hear, feel, think ?                                                             

Break state 

4. Go to position 2 -  what do you see, hear, feel , think ?                                                             

Break state 

5. Go to position 3 -  what do you see, hear, feel , think ?                                                                

Break state 

6. Go back to position 1 -  what’s different now ? 

You can do this physically – by walking into different positions on the floor, or using the 

imagination 

 

Keys to making perceptual positions work 

• Really personify in each position, ensuring that first person language for that positions 

is being used. 

• Never touch a client while walking through the positions. 

• Always end up at position one with positive learning’s  
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GOAL SETTING WITH NLP ~Keys to an achievable outcome 23 

Begin by asking yourself:  “How is it possible that I (they) don’t have it now?” 

1. Stated in the positive. 

 What specifically do you want? 

2. Specify present situation. 

 Where are you now? (Associated) 

3. Specify outcome. 

 What will you see, hear, feel, etc., when you have it? 

* As if now. 
* Make compelling 
* Insert in future.  Be sure future picture is dissociated. 

4. Specify evidence procedure. 

 How will you know when you have it? 

5. Is it congruently desirable? 

 What will this outcome get for you or allow you to do? 

6. Is it self-initiated and self-maintained? 

 Is it only for you? 

7. Is it appropriately contextualized? 

 Where, when, how, and with whom do you want it? 

8. What resources are needed? 

 What do you have now, and what do you need to get your outcome? 

* Have you ever had or done this before? 
* Do you know anyone who has? 
* Can you act as if you have it? 

9. Is it ecological? 

* For what purpose do you want this? 
* What will you gain or lose if you have it? 

  ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ 

* What will happen if you get it? 
* What won’t happen if you get it? 
* What will happen if you don’t get it? 
* What won’t happen if you don’t get it? 
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FURTHER READING                                                                                                                    

Changing Belief systems with NLP                                                                                              Robert Dilts        

Robert Dilts is another key figure in the development of NLP.  This book covers what beliefs are, 

how they work and how to change them.  There is some tremendously useful material here for 

coaches and therapists, and for those who are interested in their own personal development. 

Frogs in to princes                                                                                       Richard Bandler & John Grinder    
For many people this is the first NLP book they read.  It was the first book to be transcribed from 
Bandler and Grinder's training seminars.  I found I got more out of it once I knew a little more 
about NLP and Hypnosis.  It really depends on whether you like transcriptions or not !  Very 
amusing in places. 

NLP Workbook                                                                                                                           Joseph O'Connor  
This is an amazing  resource and very easy to read, It is very directive and points out a selection of 
films to watch to witness each of the processes in action, full of exercises and a Pre - Requisite for 
attending the NLP Practitioner Certification  

The Magic on NLP Demystified                                                                        Byron Lewis & Frank Pucelik  
Probably still the best beginner's guide to NLP. Easy to read, introduces you to the jargon, 
without overloading you. I recommend it to anyone who is interested in finding out about NLP. 
Reading this is a Pre-requisite for attending the NLP Practitioner  

The Structure of Magic (volumes I & II)                                                  Richard Bandler & John Grinder 
These are a pair of seminal texts, based on Bandler and Grinder's modelling of Fritz Perls and 
Viginia Satir, with concepts taken from transformational grammar added in for good measure.  It 
describes the 'meta-model' – the model of how we make deletions distortions and 
generalisations when we speak, and the questions to ask to get the real meaning .  I've done 
some linguistics, but the first few times I picked it up, I found it rather hard work !  Now I know a 
bit more about NLP I find it really interesting. 

Unlimited power                                                                                                                    Anthony Robbins       
This is one of the best general introductions to NLP, and it doesn't use NLP Jargon !!  It covers 
most of the main concepts of NLP , and gives examples of how you can apply it in a range of 
different contexts.  It's particularly useful as a book on personal development,  and you can 
recommend it to clients with confidence.                   

 The Secret of Creating your Future ®                                                                                             Tad James  
This is a jargon free introduction to Timeline Therapy ® written by the developer ,it is in 
metaphorical format,  a powerful tool and simple enough  that my 8 year old read it as a story. It 
walks you through the processes of Timeline therapy® and a recommended read to anyone that 
is planning on studying Timeline Therapy ® or other time based techniques. 

 Presenting Magically                                                                                           Dave Shephard & Tad James 
This book is a brilliant starting point for those of you that have to perform not only on a stage but 
at board meetings etc… it sets you up to use your full energy in any presentation, it gives you an 
understanding of the dynamics of a good presentation 
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